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of using it. (TA.) [It appears to be from the take place at the time.
Persian J3 , as Goliu thinks; and is used in

modern Arabic in several other senses; namely,
A tube through wohich waterf : the spout of
a ewer, of an alembic, and tae lie: a cock, or
tap: a turning pin, or peg; a screw: and th
like. It. more appropriate place, I think, would
be in an art. composed of the letters .U (accord.
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4. J.1l She (a ewe, or goat, M, TA,) ex- tobringiungforth. ($, C.) [See .:".]
.,jI [and also, accord. to Golius, i1,] The cerned, or yielded, or emitted [either into, or
There ifcUllohip and condnc
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kernel of the tone of the S" [or fruit of from, her uddr] her biestings. (M, ) _
bet"ween them; one not concealing from another.
It is sometime eaten: 13I Their bietings became abundant. (S.) _
the lote-tree]. (s.)
(El-Ahmar.)
(TA in art. See 1, in two places. - tl He suppled a
(TA:) and is also called j.5,.
person ith biestings a a travellin-proion.(I.)
r.,)

.- .II, in£ n.
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and t
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.,L dial. of lIimyer for -1 ,A'.
(Sh, T.)
saliva into his mouth, as the first milk is poured
furnished woith a QJ, or breat-leather. (9, 8.)
into the mouth of an infant. (TA.)
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: Characterized by dertanding, or
intelligence. (].) - See preceding paragraph.

8. t;JI and V.;1.,I
its mother. (9, I.)

It (a young one) sucked
The latter is said of a

The portion of the clothu that is at the kid when it sucks of its own accord.
(Ii:) pl. L,JI He drank biatings. (TA.) _
part calUed ,J: a subst., like ' -:
Z.ti

L ~., nor. :'-,inf. n. ,tJ (which is contr. to
annlogy, because the in£. n. of an intranL v. of
(s.)the measure j, is, accord. to rule, of the measure

,)a, ,) and J1Q (agrecably witli analogy, occurring in a verse of Jereer, Q,) and 2%i (Q,K)
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(or tribe) of such a one do not marry their youth and .4 (which is the first form given by ISd)
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TA, [and the most common,]) and J4 and l4i
him along: (T:) he tooh him by the ,1: you of offspring. (TA.) [See also art.A.]
and .44, (,;) which are all contr. to analogy,
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time of bringingforthyoung; (Lth, g ;) before it contr. to analogy, is said in the TA, to be like
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and other forms, see ;i.
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ch and
J (Th, $, V, the most approved form, Yoo,)
(8V,:) or ds (a ewe) stood up to nuWck
sch things. (TA, and the other lexicons p~aim...
her young one ith Aer b/idig. (A t.) .LQ and '
(:) and;j'
'
and V $" and
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Wait for such a one, and late
ti, (1, ],) inf. n. , J; and 'P ) (TA) and (18k, $, ], in the dial. of El-Iij6z, TA,) and s1 Xs
(:.) him, untilt tAiy doing so shall manifed the error
' ll; (i ;) Ie,fed people &c. with bieting. (9, i and iAJ and ;;5 and .j (J) A lione.
of his judge, or opion. (A.)
- -].)The first verb is used by Dhu-r-Rummeh AcCord. to Fei., it hasu no masc. of the same root;
2: seet4.
in a similar sense, tropically, with reference to but this is at variance with the authority of the
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